May the 4Rs Be With You Contest 2023

Tjowandi Family, Fremont
2nd Place Adult Group Video

Our 4Rs: Remind, Regive, Reuse, Repair

Our (Re)Generation Action Story:

This Remind us that others are still in need. We try to Regive our stuffs to others and we also donate them.

For Rotten fruit (especially bananas) we tried to not waste them, so we make juice or sometimes we bake them for cake/muffin. There are lots of people need food.

We also ReUse some things multiple times, such as a feeding chair, baby toys, baby clothes, and a baby carrier. For example, we keep good clothes that were used by my first born, so our 2nd one can ReWear them. After that, we give some to our lovely nephew/niece or donate to others.

Watch their video online: https://youtu.be/nJzgUtNdPPs